Abstract -Online bidding is known by several names, including electronic reverse bid auctions, reverse auctions or simply eAuctions. Online bidding and auction system has been growing rapidly and extensively in Malaysia. It's become an increasingly popular method for transacting business, especially over the Internet. Online auction systems such as eBay and Lelong.com are the most visited and favorite's website by the users. This study will come out with a framework of bidding system where the registration number of new registered vehicle can be bid in a computerized environment. The framework is designed to be a simple and easy to use the system. It provides you with real-time information during the bidding so that you can check the current price for the registration number and use it as a reference when you submit or revise your bid. With this system, it could help users to obtain a number plate through an unsealed or open bidding process to own and drive a car. An agent will notify the winner by sending an email. With the features like bid notification, it will help the user to know the status of their bids.
INTRODUCTION
According to [4] , bidding is an offer of setting a price one is willing to pay for something. A price offer is called a bid. The bidding process define on how the winner is determined and the final agreement. There are several types of bidding, open bid, reverse bid and proxy bid. For this study, we proposed to use an open bidding. An open bid or unsealed bid is a type of bidding that allows bids that is available for all other bidders to see and possibly act upon. It is also able to revise your price for your bid from the comfort of your home, office or even while you are on the go. The framework is designed to be a simple and easy to use the system. It provides you with real-time information during the bidding so that you can check the current price for the registration number and use it as a reference when you submit or revise your bid.
While for an auction is a process of buying and selling goods or services by offering them up for bid, taking bids and then selling the item to the highest bidder. There are several variations on the basic auction, including time limits, minimum or maximum limits on bid prices and special rules for determining the winning bidder and sale price.
This study will come out with a framework of bidding system where the registration number of new registered vehicle can be bid in a computerized environment. It could help people or user to obtain a number plate through an unsealed or open bidding process to own and drive a car. An agent will notify the winner by sending an email. With the features like bid notification, it will help the user to know the status of their bids.
II. PROBLEM BACKGROUND
This research is concerned with the problem of determining an efficient bidding in auctions for registration number of new registered vehicle. At present in every JPJ in Malaysia, they were currently using manual auction for bidding the registration number.
At the moment they need more than ten people to handle the current system. By implementing this system, they only need one person to manage the system because everything is just autopilot. Later on, the JPJ's staff as well as the bidders are able to access the bids from any internet connected computer. The benefits for the users are they will find that they are eliminating travel time and expenses attending lettings. They know immediately if there is a careless error in their bid submittal and can correct a potentially costly mistake prior to opening.
Through this new system, hopefully it can help the user in bidding the new registration number as well as for the JPJ's staff to manage the data with more efficiently.
III. RELATED WORKS
Many researchers have been done on bidding system in other domain and it is evolved until to date including this research.
[16] presented multiple-bidding support framework based on multiagent system which can support bidding and browsing information. According to them, there are two difficulties with bidding at multiple auctions.The first one is on how to determine bidding strategies for winning the items. It is difficult for common users to determine a bidding price depending on the progress of multiple auctions. While the other one is collecting information on the many items. To compare the price of items on different auction sites, users must access each site, search for desired items and get their prices. They focused on the MultiHammer, a system which can support extracting information on items simultaneously and present integrated information. MultiHammer consists of three types of agents, i.e., auction agents, data storing agents and information collecting agents. The framework has been developed using Java language and MiLog (A Logicbased Intelligent Agent Framework) which enables to develop an intelligent webagent easily.
According to paper by [19] , they discussed the limitations of current online auction systems and presented their guidelines for more dynamic attribute-based bidding. Their prototype application for airline flight bidding demonstrates their vision for interfaces that facilitate negotiation between buyers and sellers. To demonstrate these guidelines, they have built an alternative airline flight bidding system called SARDINE (Sytem for Airline Reservations Demonstrating the Integration of Negotiation and Evaluation). The SARDINE System presented a method for buyers to submit ticket bids to airlines and for airlines to respond to each bid. As a conclusion to this paper, the SARDINE System addressed existing problems in ecommerce negotiation systems and presented an interface for individualized negotiation and product tailoring.
IV. METHODOLOGY
A summary of the step taken to conduct the research is shown in Figure 1 . This research framework consists of six steps to formulate the framework. The early stage of this research methodology was used to analyze the current system and the previous one that related to our study. In addition, the analysis can also help in identifying the prime requirements in the development of IBS. Figure 2 shows the components of bidding system. There are five components in iBS and the components are as follows :-
A. Invitation to Bids (ITBs)
ITBs are formal requests or invitations for bidding that list the standards and specifications required for the target service. ITBs are usually used for services that can be clearly and precisely defined. They are usually written by lawyers, although managers should make sure that they are as free as possible from legal jargon. The following checklist includes the most typical provisions of ITBs.
Advertisement (legal published notice to bid) Name of agency and place to deliver bids Place, time and date of bid opening Place to obtain bids and receive additional information
B. Item to bid
The term product refers to any series of registration number or other item on which a bid may be placed. The product description may include details regarding the series of registration number as well as the start and end date of bid.
C. Classification
The registration number contains sort of numbers. Therefore it important to classify these numbers, so its can be found easily and efficiently. For example, for golden numbers it mean one digit number, starting from number 1 until 10 and has always been a high priority. The value for this kind of number is RM10,000. Another sort of number are attractive and popular numbers. You may refer these numbers in Appendix F.
D. Open Bid
An open bid or unsealed bid is a type of bidding that allows bids that is available for all other bidders to see and possibly act upon. It is also able to revise your price for your bid from the comfort of your home, office or even while you are on the go.
E. Notification
The system will send notification to the bidders through email regarding the status of their bids as well as the result of the bids.
V. INTELLIGENT BIDDING SYSTEM
After finish of doing the analysis based on the previous model by literature review, we have develop a model to represent the iBS. This model also based on the expert opinion in the field, i.e Road Transport Department.
This model has been developed using PHP language which enable us to develop an intelligent bidding system easily. It consist of three types of agents, i.e., bidding agents, notify agents and information collecting agents. The following model has been taken in implementing iBS: The bidding agents work on behalf of human users. A user who wants to bid on a particular auction must provide the bidding agent with a bidding strategy. The bidding agent then communicates with the corresponding information collecting agent to query for related information, such as the current highest bid. Based on the available information, the bidding agent validate all bids information then makes a decision, and may place a bid by sending a bid request to the information collecting agent. If the bidding has ended, bidding agent will query for the highest bid and the winners will be announced automatically. Notify agent will notify the winner as well as the JPJ's officer via email.
In this stage, we have conducted a pre-survey by distribute the questionnaire. The main purpose is to get requirements to develop the system prototype based on the proposed model and also to identify requirements of the purposed component of the future system. This preliminary survey was conducted at Division of Information Technology in Road Transport Department, Kota Bharu, Kelantan. Five participants have been selected from this department.
A. Functionality of the System
The scope of this project is to develop an Intelligent Bidding System for Road Transport Department in Kota Bharu, Kelantan. In this system, it begins when the administrator/JPJ officer signs in, he or she will need to register for the item that he or she want to sell. They needs to list item, place item in a specific category, provide detailed description, set a minimum bid price and select the length of the auction. The auction is then posted for anyone who might be interested in buying the items.
In order to do transaction at iBS, users must register to be iBS members. Member must provide information such as email and identification card information. When users become members, they can buy or bid the products from every category that is provided by iBS. Once a buyer finds a product that he or she wants to buy, he or she is free to bid on that product. After the user places a bid on the product, the user will be notified of status via email. Once the bidding ends, the iBS will set the bidding winner for that product. iBS then notifies both buyer (bidding winner) and JPJ officer. From here the JPJ officer and buyer deal directly with each other. At this point iBS is no longer involved, but buyers and sellers can request each other information from iBS.
B. System Operation
This system will develop based on client server architecture whereby the system will be located at the server side. The clients and server will connect through the Internet connection.
An administrator is a Road Transport Department (JPJ) officer that describes a particular product. The term product refers to any series of registration number or other item on which a bid may be placed. The product description may include details regarding the series of registration number as well as the start and end date of bid. The administrator will provides product information to bid processing system via a computer coupled to network. A bidder is any person that places a bid on the product. A bidder must be qualified before they are permitted to bid on a product. They need to submit a deposit of 50% of the reservation price and all bidders are eligible to be offered of three registration numbers per year. If they already have more than three registration numbers per year, automatically they are not permit to bid on a product. Once qualified, bidder can search for products and receive product descriptions by interacting with bid processing system. After reviewing product information, bidder can place a bid on a product.
Bid processing system performs various bid management and bid processing activities, such as receiving product definitions, receiving bids, managing bidding deadlines, calculating a best value bid, storing data to database and retrieving data from database. There are two main criteria on how to choose the bidding winner:-state the full price of reservation is not less than the minimum price bidder with the highest price
C. Result
We have divided into two categories of respondents from the results of the survey, which were JPJs' officer and the bidders. From the survey for JPJ, 62.5% respondent strongly agreed that iBS shoud be applied online in Road Transport Department. About 25% respondent agreed that iBS was able to increase the staff's productivity. Furthermore, 3.75% respondents were neutral to determine whether iBS should applied or not. 8.75% respondents disagree iBS applied online. Figure 4 shows the respondent acceptance on iBS in bidding environment.
While for bidders, 37.5% respondents were strongly agreed that the system is suitable to be implemented online. Another 45% respondent agreed that online bidding is able to bid from the comfort of your home, office or even while you are on the go. About 3.75% respondents are natural to determine whether the system should apply online or not. There were 13.75% respondents disagree the system is implemented online. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Future work is still required to develop a fast and effective algorithm to solve this problem that been raised in previous chapter. Therefore, future development needs to be more focus. We will introduce an agent-based trust management module that supports trustworthy computing in online auctions. Current forms of electronic commerce are unsafe due to a lack of effective trust management mechanisms. This weakness is quite severe in online auction systems because shill bidders can easily disguises themselves as legitimate users in order to drive up the sale prices for auctioned items.
Auctions and bidding processes do have special features, including their special price-formation processes and common-values behavior. According to [10] the eBay auction service was recently the subject of well-published bad practices where users posed fake bids for their item in the aim of pushing up the price. This example shows the importance of being able to validate all bid information. With the increasing of automation ecommerce, we believe that ever greater amounts of trading will be conducted in online auction by software agent. However to make progress in this area, one of the key problems that need to be addressed is that of developing bidding strategies or enhancing existing strategies.
